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Love and battle are both intimate acts, both done in heat and sweat with the soun dof cries echoing

in your ears, and really - who is to say which is the more dangerous? -- The Paladin Valeria   For

decades in the gaming world, the subject of this product has been the source of much debate and

speculation. Now you hold in your hands a 192 page, full color book that will finally address the

issues of sex, love, seduction, marriage and pregnancy for the OGL system.   This book contains

over 20 new feats, 3 new classes and 12 new prestige classes, 6 new domains, over 75 new spells,

6 new gods, 12 new monsters, many usable as player character races, and variant rules. This

material is intended to add a new dimension to your game - courtly intrigue and manipulation,

marriages of power and prophesized births, dangerous seducers and sex magic. All of this and

more await you inside the Book of Erotic Fantasy.   To hear you talk we are facing an apocalypse -

the world ending as we know it, the stars falling from the skies, the gods walking upon the earth and

condemning us all for our transgressions. Look, I know I'm good - but darling, it's only sex! -- Cheval

to Valeria after their first night   This product is for mature audiences only. This product is compliant

with the Open Gaming License and is compatible with the world's best selling Fantasy Roleplaying

Game --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This book has a lot to offer to any D20 campaign with mature players who recognize that sex and

romance are legitimate motivations and interests for their characters.If you want such activities to



take center stage in your campaign, you'll find everything you need here, with a new Appearance

ability score, several very well-thought-out base classes, a variety of specialized prestige classes,

and new skills, feats, and spells.But even if you have a more conventional campaign (such as the

one I DM) and want the sex to occur "off screen", there's an awful lot you can use. I don't use

Appearance, or any of the feats and spells that depend on it. Nor am I using any of the classes, but

plenty of useful substance remains. My players enjoyed their encounter with my seductive Bard (a

conventional archetype, if there ever was one!), whom I could have created with standard D20 rules

and careful role-playing, but who was that much better with a smattering of feats and spells from this

book.The text and pictures are generally tasteful and well done. The spells and feats are mature

and game-balanced, as opposed to some of the sophmoric efforts I've seen in other books

supposedly addressing this theme.The book does assume that the reader (and by extension, her

characters) considers sex to be a natural and normal aspect of human relationship, and that

whatever the participants consensually agree is fun is all right. If you are comfortable with that

viewpoint, there should be nothing here to offend. Otherwise, perhaps you'll agree with other

reviews I've seen that seem to think this book is somehow encouraging "perversions" in a

role-playing campaign.
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